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Introduction

Colorectal cancer is the third diagnosed cancer in men 
and the second in women, with an estimated of 1.4 million 
cases and 693,900 deaths occurring in 2012. The risk of 
colorectal cancer is higher within men (1).

The main risk factors for colorectal cancer are age 
above 50 years, inflammatory bowel diseases, personal or 
family history of adenoma or colorectal cancer, genetic 
predisposition, excessive consumption of red meat, alcohol, 
smoking and obesity (2-11).

The role of pelvic radiotherapy in the induction of rectal 
cancer has been found in several cases of rectal cancers 
after pelvic irradiation for a primary cancer other than the 
rectum. In this article we describe the case of a patient who 
developed a rectal adenocarcinoma, 18 years after being 
irradiated for squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix.

Case presentation

Our patient is a 73 years old woman, not a cigarette 
smoker or alcoholic, followed in our hospital since 1999 
for squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix and presented 

18 years after rectal bleeding and a rectal syndrome that 
revealed a well differentiated adenocarcinoma of the 
rectum. She has no history of inflammatory bowel disease 
or polyp and no history of cancer in the family. The 
squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix was according to 
the FIGO classification classified as stage IIB. The patient 
received external radiotherapy at a dose of 46 Gray with 
brachytherapy supplement at the dose of 26 Gray followed 
by a radical hysterectomy extended to both parameters 
with pelvic lymph node dissection. Subacute inflammatory 
rearrangements associated with a few perennial cervical 
tumor residues, with an inflammatory vaginal collar with 
some non-perennial tumor residues, were found in the 
histological study.

The patient was put under surveillance. She remained in 
good control until August 2017 when she presented rectal 
bleeding with a rectal syndrome. A hemi-circumferential 
budding process located at 2 cm from the anal margin 
was found in the digital rectal examination. She weighed 
60 kilograms, heighted 160 cm with a body mass index of 
23.4. The rest of the physical examination was normal. 
The colonoscopy found an ulcerative budding process  
2 cm from the anal margin without other abnormalities in 
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the rest of the colon. A well differentiated adenocarcinoma 
was diagnosed in the histological study. The chest-
abdomen-pelvis CT scan performed as part of the extension 
assessment showed a thickening of the lower rectum without 
secondary locations. Pelvic magnetic resonance imaging 
showed thickening of the lower rectum without mesorectal 
adenomegaly (Figure 1). Tumor markers CEA and CA 19-9 
were normal (CEA at 2.5 nanograms per milliliter and 
CA19-9 at 12 international units per milliliter).

The patient’s file was discussed at a multidisciplinary 
consultation meeting and a surgery was indicated at first. 
She had benefited from abdominoperineal resection with 
permanent left iliac fossa end colostomy.

The pathological analysis of the resection specimen 
showed a well differentiated adenocarcinoma infiltrating the 
rectal wall to perirectal fat with clearance of 1 millimeter, 
lymphovascular and perineural invasion were absent, 
proximal and distal margins were free, no ganglion was 
positive on 3 ganglions removed. The tumor was classified 
pT3N0M0 according to the TNM classification.

No adjuvant treatment was received and the patient 
is currently under control, with no evidence of local or 
metastatic recurrence with a follow-up of 8 months.

Discussion

Cervical cancer is the second most common cancer in 
women after breast cancer (1). Radiotherapy occupies 
an angular place in the treatment of cervical cancer 
(12,13). Improvement in overall survival reveals long 
term complications in long term survivors. Among these 
complications is the possibility of a radio induced secondary 

cancer. Cahan et al. are among the first to introduce the 
notion of secondary radio induced cancer, in 1948, by 
describing a series of 11 cases and they proposed criteria 
defining the radio induced tumors which are: tumor located 
in the initial field of irradiation, having a different histology 
from the initial lesion which appears after a relatively long 
delay of more than 5 years after irradiation (14).

PubMed research has found reports of isolated cases of 
rectal cancer after cervical cancer radiotherapy (15-18). In 
these publications, the delay between secondary cancer and 
radiotherapy was variable but relatively long ranging from 
12 to 46 years. 

Rodriguez and al conducted a study based on SEER 
data on 64.507 patients with cervical cancer, more than half 
of whom (52.6%) received pelvic radiotherapy (19). The 
authors showed in this study that there is no significant 
difference in the risk of occurrence of colorectal cancer in 
patients who received radiotherapy versus patients who did 
not receive it, although the risk becomes significant after  
8 years for colon cancer and after 15 years for rectal cancer. 
Based on these results, the authors propose early detection 
of colorectal cancer in patients who have not reached the 
age of 50, 8 years after cervical cancer irradiation. These 
results were confirmed by a second study that showed a 
significant difference in the occurrence of rectal cancer 
in patients receiving radiation therapy on cervical cancer 
versus those who did not receive it (482 vs. 108) (20). 

Our patient presented an adenocarcinoma of the rectum 
18 years after being irradiated for her squamous cell 
carcinoma of the cervix. This delay is consistent with what 
it has been found in the literature. She presents criteria to 
diagnose a radio induced cancer proposed by Cahan et al. 

Figure 1 Two MRI images showing a posterior hemi-circumferential tumor of the lower rectum in our patient.
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Also, she presents only one risk factor for colorectal cancer: 
age over 50 years. Considering all these elements, it is 
thought that this is a radio induced cancer more than a non-
radio induced cancer.

Conclusions

We report a rare case of rectal adenocarcinoma in 
previously irradiated patient for cervical cancer. Available 
literature data currently show that rectal cancer may be a 
late complication of radiotherapy. We must think about 
considering this entity in monitoring protocols for long 
term survival patients who have been irradiated for cervical 
cancer.
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